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Icebergs are more than simply a conspicuous element in the
antarctic marine environment. They are a hazard to shipping
and a hindrance to possible offshore oil-drilling rigs. They affect
and are affected by antarctic surface water and thus can have
significant local effects on benthic communities and other parts
of the ecosystem. On the positive side, icebergs may one day be
used as a source of fresh water. Boon or bane, icebergs are a
feature of the antarctic environment warranting further study.

Icebergs were counted in the southern ocean and western
Ross Sea during January 1983 during the cruise of the USCGC

Glacier from Christchurch to McMurdo. Similar counts were
done on my behalf by personnel from the bridge of the ice-
breaker during its return cruise in February 1983. Iceberg
counts were also made from the yacht Dick Smith Explorer head-
ing south from Hobart, Australia, in the southern ocean and
D'Urville Sea during January 1982. Longitudes of the cruises are
shown on the figure.

Radar was used as the basic tool for estimating iceberg quan-
tities. Counts were made of the numbers of targets present on
radar screens within certain ranges (usually 6, 8, or 12 nautical
miles) of the moving vessel at time intervals corresponding to
the diameter of the radar view divided by the ship's speed.
Radar echoes from icebergs obviously or possibly grounded
(inshore or in waters shallower than 300 meters) were not nor-
mally counted. At times of radar counts, supplementary visual
and binocular counts were also made, with some sextant con-
trol, of the number of icebergs present that were longer than
approximately 50-100 meters.

The procedure gives an estimate of iceberg quantities within a
unit area. Because of the well known difficulties of detecting
sea-borne ice on radar, an error of about 20 percent is associated
with the number of radar targets counted. The figure shows the
estimated quantities in Ross and D'Urville Seas as a function of
latitude with numbers of some other antarctic waters also
shown. The curve attributed to Shil'nikov (1969) is a summary
of data for different longitudes. Budd, Jacka, and Morgan (1980)
give a similar curve displaced to the south by up to 5 degrees of
latitude.

Iceberg quantities vary widely in space and time. In the
western Ross Sea, the quantities within 1,000-square-kilometer
areas range from 0 to more than 20. Early reports from U.S.
ships and aircraft (U.S. Navy 1957) show a similar high vari-
ability in concentrations during the months of November
-March in the years 1955-1957, with possibly some tendency
for higher concentrations in the southwest and west Ross Sea
and to the north of the northwest Ross Sea. As in the Lancaster
Sound/Baffin Bay/Davis Strait/Labrador Sea region of eastern
arctic Canada (Marko 1982; Petro-Canada 1982), much of this
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variability is due probably to icebergs moving in "pulses"
(loosely spaced groups), in a core (or cores) of rapidly moving
water. In the case of the southwest and west Ross Sea, this core
corresponds to the west then north-moving portions of the
cyclonic Ross Sea Gyre (Angino and Lepley 1966). The Antarctic
Divergence [a zone of upwelling located at about 65°S north of
Ross and D'Urville Seas (Gordon and Goldberg 1970)] and
iceberg decay, are probably additional reasons for the reduction
in iceberg quantities apparent at this latitude in the respective
curves in the figure.

A speculative conclusion based partly on the presence of the
Ross Sea Gyre might be that the southwest and west areas of
Ross Sea contain more icebergs on average than elsewhere in
the Ross Sea.

Some iceberg shape data are presented in the table. Previous
shape classification systems are not entirely adequate for the
wide range of antarctic iceberg shapes. The table is a simplifica-
tion of an evolving classification divided into four broad classes
representing common shapes seen during two cruises. During
cruise 1, emphasis was on tabularform icebergs (never tilted
and tilted). During cruise 2, an attempt was made to describe a
representative selection of the whole population. Accurate clas-
sification requires careful examination, from at least two direc-
tions, of features including snow stratification and wavecut
notches. Tilt angles are often very small. The data suggest that
tabular icebergs that have never tilted are one-quarter to one-
half as numerous as similar icebergs that are tilted but not
overturned. Irregular shaped and rounded icebergs (mainly
those that have overturned) are more numerous collectively
than non-overturned icebergs in the southern ocean. However,
within the Ross Sea, non-overturned icebergs may be more
numerous. Another conclusion, based on observations not in-
cluded in the table, is that crevassed tabularform icebergs are
more numerous in the D'Urville Sea than in the Ross Sea. This is
probably due more to the prevalence of crevassed ice tongues
along the George V and Adélie Coasts than to preliminary
stages of iceberg splitting, although the latter is obviously a
significant cause of crevassing.

The size data obtained were insufficient for assessing size
distribution, but the smallest icebergs (less than 200 meters
long) seemed to be the most common in both the western Ross
and D'Urville Seas. This is consistent with Orheim's (1980) size
distribution for icebergs in the vicinity of the Weddell Sea and
with Neshyba's (1980) theoretical distribution.

Freeboards (height above sea level) of nontilted tabular ice-
bergs are normally in the 10-40-meter range in the Ross Sea but
maximum heights of tilted icebergs can be much higher. The tilt
angles of two tilted tabular icebergs 200-300 meters wide in the
D'Urville Sea were 15-20 degrees; generally, angles vary from 0
to almost 90 degrees.

Some idea of iceberg draft in the Ross Sea can be obtained
indirectly, from known bathymetry in areas of grounded ice-
bergs and from known heights and thicknesses of ice shelves
and ice tongues. In mid-January 1983 more than 40 grounded
icebergs were present within 1 to 5 kilometers of the coast, from
north of Cape Adare southward 75 kilometers along the east
side of Adare Peninsula to Cape McCormick. Other areas with
several obviously grounded icebergs nearby included Posses-
sion Islands, Cotter Cliffs, and Franklin Island. Water depths of
100-200 meters in these areas (U.S. Geological Survey 1:250,000
map series, Cape Adare, Cape Hallett, and Franklin Island
sheets) suggest maximum drafts of this magnitude are
common.
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Quantities of icebergs per 1,000-square-kilometer (9.6-nautical-mile) radius in the western Ross Sea and other antarctic waters. 1')" denotes
water depths of less than 300 meters nearby, suggesting the possible inclusion of thick grounded Icebergs In that number. "km 2" denotes
square kilometers. The inset depicts the location map showing tracks followed in western Ross and D'Urvllle Seas.

Maximum drafts are probably about 300 meters in the Ross
Sea. The maximum thickness within a few kilometers of the ice
front of the Ross Ice Shelf is 300 meters (Bentley et al. 1979).
Freeboard-to-thickness ratios of tabular icebergs derived from
ice shelves are about 0.15 for icebergs of this thickness (Orheim
1980; Weeks and Mellor 1978). This suggests a maximum draft
of about 260 meters for level tabular icebergs in the Ross Sea. A

20-degree tilt of a 300-meter thick, 300-meter wide prismatic
tabular iceberg could produce a maximum draft of over 300
meters. The thickest glacier tongue that is composed of ice only
(no snow or firn) in southwest Ross Sea is probably the Mackay
Glacier, which has an uneven surface, with freeboards ranging
from 0 to 45 meters around its floating tongue (Macpherson and
Pyne personal communication). The 5-7-kilometer long, mod-
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Quantities of icebergs of different shapes described during two cruises in the southern ocean, D'Urville Sea, and western Ross Sea
(percentages given in parentheses)

Tilted icebergs	Irregular icebergs	Rounded icebergs
Tabular Icebergs	(never completely	(angular features	(rounded features	Total number

(never tilted)	 overturned)	 dominant)	 dominant)	 described

Cruise 1	Southern ocean and DUrville Sea (January—February 1982)
24 (30)	 57 (70)	 Not included	 Not included	 81a

Cruise 2a	Southern ocean, north of Ross Sea (January 1983)
2 (5)	 7 (16)	 8 (19)	 26 (60)	 43

Cruise 2b	Western Ross Sea (January 1983)
21 (17)	 50(40)	 12 (9)	 43 (34)	 126

a Does not include irregular-shaped or rounded icebergs.

erately crevassed tongue averages up to about 350 meters thick
toward the northern thicker side (Calkin 1974). A mean draft
over 300 meters is possible for some icebergs freshly calved
from this tongue. Therefore, the extreme maximum draft of
icebergs in Ross Sea is probably greater than 300 meters. The
thickest tabular iceberg measured by Orheim (1980) in the east-
ern Weddell Sea had a draft of 330 meters.

This study was made possible by the generous invitation of
Philip R. Kyle for me to participate in Deep Freeze 83 aboard
USCGC Glacier. I am also grateful to the captain, officers, and
crew. The D'Urville Sea data were obtained during the
1981-1982 expedition of the Oceanic Research Foundation (Syd-
ney, Australia). I am indebted to the National Science Founda-
tion, the expedition's leader David Lewis, and other crew mem-
bers, particularly Karen Williams, for the opportunity to make
this study and for the assistance each gave me. This work was
supported by National Science Foundation grants DPP 80-20002
and DPP 80-21402 to Philip R. Kyle.
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